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Sources of definitions, highlighted in the "Derived from" column, are further defined at the end of the Glossary

Term Definition Derived 

from

Addressee A composite that specifies the addressee of an ONIX ARROW message BOOKS

AddresseeContact Free text giving the name, department etc for a contact person in the addressee organization to 

whom the message is to be directed

BOOKS

AddresseeEmail An email address for a contact person in the addressee organization BOOKS

AddresseeIdentifier A composite that defines an identifier of the addressee BOOKS

AddresseeIDType An ONIX code identifying a scheme from which an identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> in 

the <AddresseeIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

AddresseeName The name of the addressee organization, which should always be stated in a standard form 

agreed with the addressee

BOOKS

AgentIdentifier A composite that defines the identifier of an agent or local publisher in accordance with a 

specified scheme

BOOKS

AgentIDType An ONIX code identifying the scheme from which the identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <AgentIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

AgentName The name of an agent or local publisher BOOKS

AgentRole An ONIX code identifying the role of an agent in relation to the product in the specified market, 

eg exclusive sales agent, local publisher, etc.

BOOKS

Anonymous An empty element specifying that a contributor to a work is unknown. Note that the empty 

element is represented by a single tag in ONIX messages, thus: <Anonymous/>

ISTC

ARROWAssertions A composite that carries ARROW's opinions on publishing status, product availability, copyright 

status and orphan status. Note that these are assertions based upon ARROW's agreed rules, 

internal algorithms and the information known to the ARROW service; therefore they may differ 

from the opinions or judgements of parties outside the ARROW process

ARROW

ARROWClusterCreationRequest A request from the ARROW service to a reference source (initially TEL). It conveys details of a 

particular manifestation and asks the reference source to return details of one or more clusters of 

other manifestations/works from its own records that appear to be related to that manifestation

ARROW

ARROWClusterCreationResponse A response from a reference source (initially TEL) to the ARROW service. It communicates the 

results of attempts to identify clusters of manifestations/works from the reference source's own 

records, based upon the manifestation originally submitted

ARROW

ARROWClusterReviewRequest A request from the ARROW service to a library. It asks the library to review the results of 

attempts by a reference source (initially TEL) to identify clusters of manifestations/works from 

the reference source's own records, based upon the manifestation originally submitted

ARROW
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ARROWClusterReviewResponse A response from a library to the ARROW service. It communicates the results of the library's 

review of clusters submitted by a reference source (initially TEL) based upon manifestations 

related to the library's <TargetResource> and the reference source's own records

ARROW

ARROWFormalLicenseRequest A request from the ARROW service to an RRO (Reproduction Rights Organization). It identifies a 

<TargetResource> for which a library requests a formal license or other permissions. It specifies 

the usage permissions sought and presents supporting information gathered through the ARROW 

process, including details of any identified related works or manifestations and the apparent 

publishing status or availability of each one

ARROW

ARROWInitialResourceAndUsageRequest A request from a library to the ARROW service. It asks ARROW to identify a <TargetResource> 

held by the library, assist in locating rightsholder(s) for the corresponding work, and convey 

details of the usages for which license or other permissions are sought

ARROW

ARROWInitialResourceAndUsageResponse A response from the ARROW service to a library. It acknowledges the library's request and 

assigns a persistent transaction identifier to the request to support further operations or inquiries

ARROW

ARROWLicenseProposalOrRefusal A response from an RRO to the ARROW service. It conveys the RRO's decision or other responses 

concerning the original request from a library. Responses may include the proposal or refusal of a 

license, advice that a license is unnecessary, and a range of other advice

ARROW

ARROWManifestationMatchingReviewRequest A request from the ARROW service to a library. It asks the library to review the results of 

attempts by a reference source (initially TEL) to match details of the library's <TargetResource> 

with the reference source's own records

ARROW

ARROWManifestationMatchingReviewResponse A response from a library to the ARROW service. It communicates the results of the library's 

review of matches submitted by a reference source (initially TEL) between the library's 

<TargetResource> and the reference source's own records

ARROW

ARROWProductAvailability ARROW's opinion on whether a particular product is currently commercially available, not 

currently commercially available, or has uncertain availability. Note that this is an assertion by 

ARROW based upon its own agreed rules and internal algorithms and the information known to 

the ARROW service; thus it is different from the regular ONIX element <ProductAvailability>

ARROW

ARROWProductAvailability - CurrentlyAvailable Currently commercially available in at least one market covered by the BIP (Books In Print 

agency) concerned

ARROW

ARROWProductAvailability - NotCurrentlyAvailableNot currently commercially available in any of the markets covered by the BIP (Books In Print 

agency) concerned

ARROW

ARROWProductAvailability - Uncertain Availability is claimed, but has not been updated or confirmed within the last X months (X to be 

defined), or the information is unknown

ARROW

ARROWPublishingStatus ARROW's opinion on whether a particular manifestation or work is currently active, not currently 

active, or uncertain. Note that this is an assertion by ARROW based upon its own agreed rules 

and internal algorithms and the information known to the ARROW service; thus it is different 

from the regular ONIX element <PublishingStatus>. At manifestation level the rules to generate 

the ARROWPublishingStatus value from the value in the ONIX element <PublishingStatus> have 

been agreed with the BIPs concerned. At work level the rules for the internal algorithm to 

generate the ARROWPublishingStatus value have been inspired by the HLEG definition for Out of 

Print Works

ARROW
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ARROWPublishingStatus - CurrentlyActive Currently active in at least one market covered by the BIP (Books In Print agency) concerned ARROW

ARROWPublishingStatus - NotCurrentlyActive Not currently active in any of the markets covered by the BIP (Books In Print agency) concerned ARROW

ARROWPublishingStatus - Uncertain Active status is claimed, but has not been updated or confirmed within the last X months (X to be 

defined), or the information is unknown

ARROW

ARROWRelatedBooksInPrintRequest A request from the ARROW service to a Books in Print agency. It conveys details of a particular 

manifestation and asks the BIP to return details of any manifestations from its own records that 

appear to be related to that manifestation, together with information on the publishing status 

and availability of each one

ARROW

ARROWRelatedBooksInPrintResponse A response from a Books in Print agency to the ARROW service. It communicates details of any 

manifestations (or "related ISBNs") identified by the BIP's matching between the particular 

manifestation and its own records, together with information on the publishing status and 

availability of each one

ARROW

ARROWResourceIdentificationRequest A request from the ARROW service to a reference source (initially TEL). It asks the reference 

source to identify or confirm the identity of a published <TargetResource> held by a library

ARROW

ARROWResourceIdentificationResponse A response from a reference source (initially TEL) to the ARROW service. It communicates the 

results of attempts to match details of a library's <TargetResource> with the reference source's 

own records

ARROW

ARROWShortDescription A composite containing selected information to identify and describe a manifestation.  It is based 

upon a significant subset of the ONIX for Books 3.0 format but also contains ARROW information 

on product availability and publishing status

ARROW

ARROWTransaction A composite that carries the detailed payload of an ARROW message, ie all elements except the 

<Header> and <Summary> composites

ARROW

ARROWTransactionID A unique and persistent identifier assigned by ARROW to a transaction and used to identify and 

track that transaction throughout the process

ARROW

Calendar A controlled value specifying the calendar used for a date ISTC

CityOfPublication The name of a city or town associated with an imprint or publisher BOOKS

Cluster A composite that contains a group of manifestations that share the same underlying intellectual 

work and also the underlying work itself

ARROW

ClusterIdentifier A composite that defines a coded identifier of a cluster ARROW

ClusterIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <ClusterIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

ClusterReviewAuthority A composite that carries details identifying a person or organization that has reviewed a 

proposed cluster suggested by a reference source. It contains details of the person and/or 

organization names and contact details

ARROW

ClusterReviewNote Free text to amplify or qualify a reviewer's decision and the match status(es) chosen for each 

work and/or manifestation(s) contained within the proposed cluster

ARROW

Collection A composite that carries attributes of a bibliographic collection of which the product is a part. A 

collection here is taken to be any group of two or more items that has some attribute(s) in 

common (eg that it is sometimes retailed as a group or that it has a group identity which is also 

part of the identity of each member). In other words, a collection as defined here includes what 

are traditionally thought of as sets and what are traditionally thought of as series, as well as any 

other meaningful group of items

BOOKS

CollectionIdentifier A composite that defines a coded identifier of a bibliographic collection BOOKS
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CollectionIDType An ONIX code identifying a scheme from which an identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <CollectionIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

CollectionType An ONIX code indicating the type of a bibliographic collection: publisher collection, ascribed 

collection, or unspecified

BOOKS

CommunicationDetails A composite that carries contact details, including phone, fax and email address ARROW

ContactPerson Free text giving the name, department, phone number, etc for a contact person in the sender 

organization who is responsible for the content of the message

BOOKS

Contributor A composite that describes a personal or corporate contributor to a work, manifestation or 

product

BOOKS

ContributorDate A composite that specifies a date associated with the person or organization identified in an 

occurrence of the <Contributor> composite, eg date of birth or death

BOOKS

ContributorDateRole An ONIX code indicating the significance of the date in relation to the contributor name BOOKS

ContributorDetailFromReferenceSource A composite that carries contributor information from a reference source or authority file, such as 

VIAF or ISNI. It identifies the reference source/authority file and the contributor, conveys 

information on the contributor's dates of birth and death and nationality, and presents 

contributor details in a standard form preferred by the reference source/authority file

ARROW

ContributorDetailURL A URL linking to contributor detail maintained by a reference source or authority file ARROW

ContributorIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a contributor to a manifestation, product or work BOOKS

ContributorIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <ContributorIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

ContributorNationality A contributor's nationality, as specified by a reference source or authority file ARROW

ContributorPreferredForm Details of a contributor in a particular standard format preferred by a reference source or 

authority file

ARROW

ContributorRole An ONIX code indicating the role played by a person or corporate body in the creation of a work, 

manifestation or product 

BOOKS

CopyrightOwner A composite that names a copyright owner BOOKS

CopyrightOwnerIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identification of a copyright owner BOOKS

CopyrightOwnerIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <CopyrightOwner> composite is taken

BOOKS

CopyrightStatement A composite that represents a copyright statement for a product BOOKS

CopyrightStatus ARROW's opinion on whether a particular work is copyright, in the public domain, or uncertain. 

Note that this is an assertion by ARROW based upon its own agreed rules and internal algorithms 

and the information known to the ARROW service; thus it may differ from the opinions of other 

parties outside the ARROW process

ARROW

CopyrightStatus - InCopyright ARROW believes the work in question is in copyright; i.e. the work is protected by copyright laws HLEG

CopyrightStatus - InPublicDomain ARROW believes the work in question is in the public domain, and thus out of copyright; i.e. the 

work is not protected by any intellectual property right or such rights have lapsed

HLEG

CopyrightStatus - Unspecified ARROW does not specify whether or not the work in question is in copyright or in the public 

domain

ARROW

CopyrightYear The copyright year as it appears in a copyright statement on the product BOOKS

CorporateName The name of a corporate body, used here e.g. for a corporate copyright owner BOOKS

CountriesExcluded One or more ISO standard codes identifying countries excluded from a territory BOOKS
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CountriesIncluded One or more ISO standard codes identifying countries included in a territory BOOKS

Country A code identifying a country BOOKS

CountryOfPublication A code identifying the country where the product is or was published BOOKS

Date A date, in a format specified in the corresponding <DateFormat> element BOOKS

DateFormat An ONIX code indicating the format in which the date is presented in the corresponding <Date> 

element

BOOKS

Description A composite that carries a description of a resource. It includes details of the source and format 

of a resource record, as well as the resource record itself

ARROW

EditionNumber The number of a numbered edition BOOKS

EditionStatement A short free-text description of a version or edition BOOKS

EditionType An ONIX code indicating the type of a version or edition BOOKS

Email An email address BOOKS

EnhancedDescriptionSupplied Controlled (Y/N) values, signalling to ARROW whether an enhanced description of the target 

resource has been supplied. This may typically occur when a reference source reports no 

matches found on using the original description, and the library responds with an improved or 

extended description

ARROW

Extent A composite that describes an extent pertaining to a product, eg to give the number of pages in 

a printed book or paginated ebook

BOOKS

ExtentType An ONIX code which identifies the type of extent carried in the <Extent> composite, eg the 

arabic numbered pages in a printed book 

BOOKS

ExtentUnit An ONIX code indicating the unit used for the <ExtentValue> and the format in which the value 

is presented

BOOKS

ExtentValue The numeric value of the extent specified in the <ExtentType> element BOOKS

ExtentValueRoman The value of the extent expressed in Roman numerals BOOKS

Fax A fax number BOOKS

Header A composite that constitutes a message header, containing details of sender and addressee, 

administrative information and message defaults

BOOKS

IdentifiedWork A composite that describes a work identified as associated with one or more manifestations by a 

clustering process undertaken by a reference source. The identified work is part of a 

<PrimaryCluster> that includes the manifestation deemed most closely to match the 

<TargetResource>

ARROW

IDTypeName A name which identifies a proprietary identifier scheme (ie a scheme which is not a standard and 

for which there is no individual ID type code) when, and only when, the code in the 

corresponding <xxxIDType> element indicates a proprietary scheme

BOOKS

IDValue An identifier of the type specified in the corresponding <xxxIDType> element of a 

<xxxIdentifier> composite

BOOKS

Imprint A  composite that identifies an imprint or brand under which a product is marketed BOOKS

imprintName The name of an imprint or brand under which a product is issued, as it appears on the product BOOKS

ISTCContributorRole A controlled value specifying the role that is played by a contributor to a work as defined by ISTC ISTC

ISTCTitleType A controlled value specifying the type of a title as defined by ISTC ISTC

KeyNames The fourth part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of the 

product: key name(s), ie the name elements normally used to open an entry in an alphabetical 

list, eg Smith or Garcia Marquez or Madonna or Francis de Sales (in Saint Francis de Sales)

BOOKS
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Language A composite that represents a language, specifies its role and, where required, states whether it 

is a country variant

BOOKS

LanguageCode An ISO code indicating a language BOOKS

LanguageOfText An ISO code indicating a language BOOKS

LanguageRole An ONIX code indicating the “role” of a language in the context of the ONIX record BOOKS

LettersAfterName The seventh part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of the 

product: qualifications and honours following a person’s names, eg CBE or FRS

BOOKS

License A composite that carries details of a license. It identifies the licensor, carries a name and 

identifier for the license and optionally includes an ONIX-PL expression of the license itself

ARROW

LicenseDenied A composite that conveys an RRO's reasons for denying a request for a license or other 

permission. It includes controlled reasons for refusing the request, information on publication 

status if this influences the decision, as well as details of identified rightsholder(s) and/or 

rightsholder representative(s) (if these persons or organizations are different)

ARROW

Licensee A composite that identifies a library or other cultural institution (such as a museum, archive or 

equivalent non-profit making institution) which is requesting a license or has been granted a 

license, and which is authorised to act under such a license agreement. The composite may also 

be used to identify another party (such as a consortium) on whose behalf the requester is acting. 

Physical and electronic contact details are also included

HLEG

LicenseeIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a Licensee PL & LT

LicenseeIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <LicenseeIdentifier> composite is taken

PL & LT

LicenseeName An element that carries the name of the licensee ARROW

LicenseIdentifier An element that carries an identifier for a license ARROW

LicenseName An element that carries a name for a license ARROW

LicenseProposed A composite that conveys an RRO's grounds for proposing a license or other permission ARROW

LicenseUnnecessary A composite that conveys an RRO's reasons for advising that a request for a license or other 

permission is unnecessary

ARROW

Licensor A composite that identifies a person or organization, whether natural or legal, authorized to 

license the uses subject to an agreement, either by reason of being a rightsholder owning or 

holding the rights necessary to grant the requisite license or by being so authorized by the 

rightsholder as his representative. Physical and electronic contact details are also included

HLEG

LicensorIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a licensor ARROW

LicensorIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <LicensorIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

LicensorName An element that carries the name of a licensor ARROW

Manifestation (composite) A composite that carries details of manifestations identified by a clustering process carried out by 

a reference source

ARROW

Manifestation (concept) A tangible expression (physical or digital) of a textual work, eg a 

book (in an ARROW context) or a specific edition of a journal

ISTC

ManifestationAvailable A composite that carries details of one or more manifestations of a particular work that is/are still 

commercially available; descriptions are provided in the form of full ONIX for Books or 

arrow:ShortDescription records

ARROW

ManifestationIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a manifestation ARROW
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ManifestationIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element in the <ManifestationIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

Market A composite that gives details of a geographical territory and any non-geographical sales 

restrictions that apply within it

BOOKS

MarketDate A composite that specifies a date associated with the publishing status of the product in a 

specified market., eg local publication date

BOOKS

MarketDateRole An ONIX code indicating the significance of the date within the <MarketDate> composite BOOKS

MarketPublishingDetail A composite that gives details of the publishing status of a product within a specified market BOOKS

MarketPublishingStatus An ONIX code which identifies the status of a published product in a specified market BOOKS

MatchesFound Controlled (Y/N) values, stating whether or not any matches have been found with resources in 

the database(s) of a reference source

ARROW

MatchProbabilityPercentage A reference source's estimate of the probability of a particular match being correct, expressed as 

an integer percentage from 0 to 100

ARROW

MatchRelatedWorkWithReferenceSource A composite that contains details of the work for which an RRO proposes or denies the grant of a 

license. It contains an identifier of the work, details of the reference source (initially TEL or the 

RRO) and optionally a description of the work and one or more relator codes to other resources 

relevant to the license proposal or denial

ARROW

MatchReviewAuthority A composite that carries details identifying a person or organization that has reviewed a 

proposed match suggested by a reference source. It contains details of the person and/or 

organization names and contact details

ARROW

MatchReviewNote Free text to amplify or qualify a reviewer's decision and the match status chosen ARROW

MatchStatus A controlled value carrying a reviewer's decision on whether a proposed match is confirmed or 

rejected

ARROW

MatchType A controlled value stating whether a reference source believes a proposed match to be exact or 

partial

ARROW

MatchWithReferenceSource A composite that carries the results of matching details of an incoming record with those in the 

database(s) of a reference source. It identifies the reference source and presents details of 

proposed matches, for subsequent review or verification

ARROW

MessageNote Free text giving additional information about the message BOOKS

MessageNumber A sequence number of the messages in a series sent between business partners, to enable the 

receiver to check against gaps and duplicates

BOOKS

MessageRepeatNumber A number which distinguishes any repeat transmissions of a message BOOKS

NameIdentifier A composite that specifies a coded name identifier, used eg to carry an identifier for a person or 

organization name in an occurrence of the <Contributor> composite

BOOKS

NameIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

element is taken in the <NameIdentifier> composite

BOOKS

NamesAfterKey The fifth part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of a 

product: name suffix, or name(s) following a person’s key name(s), eg Ibrahim (in Anwar 

Ibrahim)

BOOKS

NamesBeforeKey The second part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of a 

product: name(s) and/or initial(s) preceding a person’s key name(s), eg James J. (in James J. 

Johnson)

BOOKS

NumberOfClusters A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of clusters contained 

within the message

ARROW
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NumberOfDescriptions A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of descriptions 

contained within the message

ARROW

NumberOfManifestations A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of manifestations 

contained within the message

ARROW

NumberOfProposedMatches A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of proposed matches 

contained within the message

ARROW

NumberOfRelatedWorks A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of related works 

contained within the message

ARROW

NumberOfTargetResources A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of target resources 

contained within the message

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypeExact A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type exact

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypeExactStatusConfirmed A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type exact and status confirmed

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypeExactStatusRejected A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type exact and status rejected

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypePartial A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type partial

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypePartialStatusConfirmed A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type partial and status confirmed

ARROW

NumberWithMatchTypePartialStatusRejected A control element within a message summary, carrying the total number of matches in the 

message with match type partial and status rejected

ARROW

Orphan Work A work protected by copyright but for which the current owner is unknown or untraceable by 

diligent search. (Taken from sector-specific guidelines on due diligence criteria for orphan works)

HLEG-OW

OrphanStatus ARROW's opinion on whether a particular work is probably orphan, not orphan, or uncertain. See 

also the definition of Orphan Work

ARROW

OrphanStatus - NotOrphan ARROW believes the work in question is not orphan ARROW

OrphanStatus - ProbablyOrphan ARROW believes the work in question is probably orphan ARROW

OrphanStatus - Unspecified ARROW does not specify whether or not the work in question is orphan ARROW

PartNumber The number and "caption" of a title element that includes a part designation within a larger whole 

(eg Part I, or Volume 3)

BOOKS

PermissionSet A controlled value denoting a permission set that may be requested, granted or refused. 

Permission sets represent a simplified group of compound usages, designed to address scenarios 

frequently encountered and to simplify permission and usage statements during pilot phases of 

ARROW

ARROW

PermissionSetStatus A controlled value used by an RRO to advise whether a particular permission set has been 

permitted or denied

ARROW

PersonName The name of a person who contributed to the creation of a product, unstructured, and presented 

in normal order

BOOKS

PersonNameInverted The name of a person who contributed to the creation of product, presented in inverted order, 

with the element used for alphabetical sorting placed first

BOOKS

PostalAddress Free text to carry a postal address ARROW

PrefixToKey The third part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of the 

product: a prefix which precedes the key name(s) but which is not to be treated as part of the 

key name, eg van in Ludwig van Beethoven

BOOKS
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PrimaryCluster A composite that contains a group of manifestations that share the same underlying intellectual 

work as the <TargetResource>, the manifestation of which the <TargetResource> is an instance 

and also the underlying work itself

ARROW

ProductAvailability An ONIX code indicating the availability of a product from a supplier BOOKS

ProductFormCode An ONIX code which indicates the primary form of a product BOOKS

ProductFormDetail An ONIX code which provides added detail of the medium and/or format of a product part BOOKS

ProductSupply A composite that specifies a market, and the publishing and supply status of a product in that 

market

BOOKS

ProposedMatch A composite that gives details of any match(es) found with information in the database(s) of a 

reference source. For each proposed match, it contains advice on whether the match is exact or 

partial, identifies the matching resource, and optionally provides a resource description and/or an 

estimate of the match being correct

ARROW

PublicationsLicenseExpression An ONIX-PL expression of a full license PL & LT

Publisher A composite that carries details of an entity associated with the publishing of a product.  

Specifically within the <arrow:ShortDescription>, the composite is limited to identifiers, names 

and contact details, and does not carry publishing roles

BOOKS

PublisherIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier of a publisher BOOKS

PublisherIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <PublisherIdentifer> composite is taken

BOOKS

PublisherName The name of an entity associated with the publishing of a product BOOKS

PublisherRepresentative A composite that identifies a publisher representative in a specified market BOOKS

PublishingDate A composite that specifies a date associated with the publishing of a product BOOKS

PublishingDateRole An ONIX code indicating the significance of the corresponding date, eg publication date, 

announcement date, latest reprint date

BOOKS

PublishingStatus An ONIX code which identifies the status of a published product BOOKS

ReasonDenied A controlled value used by an RRO to explain why a license or permission request has been 

denied

ARROW

ReasonProposed A controlled value used by an RRO to explain why it is possible for the RRO to propose a license ARROW

ReasonUnnecessary A controlled value used by an RRO to explain why it regards a license as unnecessary ARROW

RecordFormat A controlled value carrying the format of a resource record, eg ONIX for Books 3.0 or MARC 21 ARROW

RecordIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a record ARROW

RecordIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <ResourceIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

RecordSource A composite that carries details of a source or organization that provides or is responsible for a 

record, eg a MARC or ONIX for Books record

ARROW

RecordSourceIdentifier A  composite that defines an identifier of the organization which is the source of a record, eg an 

ONIX record

BOOKS

RecordSourceIDType An ONIX code identifying the scheme from which the identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <RecordSourceIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

RecordSourceName Free text to convey the name of the party which issued a record, eg an ONIX record BOOKS

ReferenceSource A composite describing the reference source or authority file against which a matching, clustering 

or searching operation has been performed. ARROW examples may include TEL, BIPs, VIAF, 

ROW, ISTC, etc.

ARROW

ReferenceSourceIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a reference source ARROW
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ReferenceSourceIDType An ONIX code identifying the scheme from which the identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <ReferenceSourceIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

ReferenceSourceName The name of a reference source ARROW

RegionsExcluded One or more ONIX codes identifying regions excluded from a territory BOOKS

RegionsIncluded One or more ONIX codes identifying regions included in a territory BOOKS

RelatedISBN A composite providing details of related manifestations identified by matching clustered 

manifestations against BIP records

ARROW

RelatedWork A composite that describes the underlying intellectual work shared by the manifestations within a 

<SecondaryCluster>

ARROW

RelatorCode A controlled value expressing a relationship between one manifestation and another 

manifestation or work

ARROW

RequestedPermissionSet A composite that carries details of permission sets requested by a library through the ARROW 

process

ARROW

RequestedUsage A composite that expresses in formal ONIX-PL terms details of specific usage requests made by a 

library

ARROW

RequesterTransactionReference A unique transaction reference allocated by the requesting library. Typically this is mainly 

required mainly at the beginning of the process, until an ARROWTransactionID has been assigned 

by the ARROW central service; but it may also be of continuing value to link with internal library 

identifiers and processes

ARROW

Resource An instance of a manifestation, eg a particular copy of a printed edition of a book ARROW

ResourceIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a resource, and specifically for the target resource ARROW

ResourceIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <ResourceIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

ResourceRecord The payload of a resource description, eg a MARC or ONIX for Books record ARROW

ResponseCode A controlled value acknowledging simple message receipt. Intended only for "response" 

messages and in cases where sending and receiving systems are in contact in real-time or near 

real-time

ARROW

ResponseNote Free text to amplify or qualify an RRO's response to an ARROW license request ARROW

Reviewer A person or organization that reviews a proposed match or cluster suggested by a reference 

source and decides whether it should be confirmed or rejected

ARROW

ReviewerEmail The email address of a reviewer ARROW

ReviewerName The name of a reviewer ARROW

ReviewerOrganization The organization to which a reviewer belongs or is affiliated ARROW

RightsHolder A composite that identifies, names, and provides contact details for a rightsholder or 

rightsholding organization

ARROW

RightsHolderIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a rightsholder ARROW

RightsHolderIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <RightsHolderIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

RightsholderName The name of a rightsholder or rightsholding organization ARROW

RightsHolderRepresentative A composite that identifies, names and provides contact details for a a rightsholder 

representative or rightsholder representative organization

ARROW

RightsHolderRepresentativeIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for a RightsHolderRepresentative ARROW

RightsHolderRepresentativeIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <RightsHolderRepresentativeIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

RightsholderRepresentativeName The name of a rightsholder representative or rightsholder representative organization ARROW
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RRO A composite that carries details of a particular reproduction rights organization (RRO), including 

identifiers and contact details

ARROW

RROIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier for an RRO ARROW

RROIDType An ONIX code which identifies the scheme from which the value in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <RROIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

RROName The name of an RRO ARROW

RROResponse A composite that carries an RRO's response to a request for a license or other usage permission. 

It identifies the responding RRO, specifies whether a license is proposed, denied or deemed 

unnecessary, as well as offering further suggestions on steps that ARROW or the requesting 

library might usefully take

ARROW

ScriptCode A code identifying the script in which the language is represented ISTC

SecondaryCluster A composite that contains a group of manifestations sharing the same underlying intellectual 

work as well as the work itself. A <SecondaryCluster> contains other manifestations which may 

be relevant for purposes of rights clearance related to the <TargetResource>

ARROW

Sender A composite that specifies the sender of an ONIX ARROW message BOOKS

SenderContact Free text giving the name, department, phone number, etc for a contact person in the sender 

organization who is responsible for the content of the message

BOOKS

SenderEmail An email address for a contact person in the sender organization who is responsible for the 

content of the message

BOOKS

SenderIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier of the sender BOOKS

SenderIDType An ONIX code identifying a scheme from which an identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

within the <SenderIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

SenderName The name of the sender organization, which should always be stated in a standard form agreed 

with the addressee

BOOKS

SentDateTime The date on which the message is sent (and optionally also the time) BOOKS

SequenceNumber A number which specifies a single overall sequence of contributor names BOOKS

SourceName The name of an organization in the supply chain, other than a publisher, which has identified and 

described a collection. It is only used if the <CollectionType> code indicates an "ascribed 

collection"

BOOKS

Subtitle The text of a subtitle, if any BOOKS

SuffixToKey The sixth part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of the 

product: a suffix following a person’s key name(s), eg Jr or III

BOOKS

SuggestedActions A controlled value used by an RRO to convey suggested actions or followup steps that ARROW or 

the requesting library might usefully take

ARROW

Summary A composite that summarizes the numbers of selected parameters within a message, as a check 

on the integrity of message creation

EDItX

Supplier A composite that defines a supplier BOOKS

SupplierIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier of a supplier BOOKS

SupplierIDType An ONIX code identifying the scheme from which the identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <SupplierIdentifier> composite is taken

BOOKS

SupplierName The name of a supply source from which the product may be ordered BOOKS

SupplierRole An ONIX code identifying the role of a supplier in relation to the product, eg publisher, publisher’s 

exclusive distributor, etc.

BOOKS

SupplyDetail A composite that gives details of a supply source, and price and availability from that source BOOKS
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TargetResource A composite that identifies and describes the resource (a printed book or digitized version 

thereof) for whose usage a library wishes to obtain a license or other permission

ARROW

Telephone A telephone number BOOKS

Territory A composite that identifies a territory BOOKS

Title A composite that carries the title of a work ISTC

TitleDetail A composite that gives the text of a title and specifies its type BOOKS

TitleElement A composite that represents an element of a title BOOKS

TitleElementLevel An ONIX code indicating the level of a title element: collection level, subcollection level, or 

product level

BOOKS

TitlePrefix Text at the beginning of a title element which is to be ignored for alphabetical sorting BOOKS

TitlesAfterNames The eighth part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of a 

product: titles following a person’s names, eg Duke of Edinburgh

BOOKS

TitlesBeforeNames The first part of an ONIX structured name of a person who contributed to the creation of a 

product: qualifications and/or titles preceding a person’s names, eg Professor or HRH Prince or 

Saint

BOOKS

TitleScript A controlled value specifying the script in which a title is written ISTC

TitleText The text of a title element, excluding any subtitle BOOKS

TitleType An ONIX code indicating the type of a title BOOKS

TitleWithoutPrefix The text of a title element without the title prefix and excluding any subtitle BOOKS

UnnamedPersons An ONIX code allowing a positive indication to be given when authorship is unknown or 

anonymous, or when as a matter of editorial policy only a limited number of contributors are 

named

BOOKS

UsageMethod A controlled value specifying a method of performing a usage that is permitted or prohibited PL & LT

UsagePurpose A controlled value specifying a purpose for which a usage is permitted or prohibited PL & LT

UsageQuantity A composite that specifies a quantity attribute of a usage PL & LT

UsageRelatedAgent A composite that specifies a reference between usage and a related agent PL & LT

UsageRelatedPlace A composite that specifies a reference between usage and a related place PL & LT

UsageRelatedResource A composite that specifies a reference between usage and a related resource PL & LT

UsageRelatedTimePoint A composite that specifies a reference between usage and a related time point PL & LT

UsageStatus A controlled value indicating whether a usage is permitted, prohibited, etc PL & LT

UsageType A controlled value that specifies a type of a usage (and by implication a usage verb) PL & LT

User Either an agent label or a controlled term specifying an agent that performs a usage PL & LT

Website A composite that identifies and provides pointers to a website BOOKS

WebsiteDescription Free text describing the nature of the website which is linked through the corresponding 

<WebsiteLink> element in a <Website> composite

BOOKS

WebsiteLink The URL for a website BOOKS

WebsiteRole An ONIX code which identifies the role or purpose of the website which is linked through the 

corresponding <WebsiteLink> element in a <Website> composite

BOOKS

Work A distinct, abstract intellectual or artistic creation predominantly comprising a combination of 

words, whose existence is revealed (i.e. “published”) or intended to be revealed, through one or 

more textual manifestations

ISTC

WorkDate A composite that specifies a date associated with a work ISTC

WorkDateRole A controlled value specifying the role of a date ISTC

WorkDescription A composite that identifies and describes a work ARROW

WorkIdentifier A composite that carries a coded identifier of a work ARROW
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WorkIDType An ONIX code identifying the scheme from which the identifier in the corresponding <IDValue> 

in the <WorkIdentifier> composite is taken

ARROW

YearOfAnnual A year (or, if required, a spread of years such as 2010-2011), when the year of an annual is part 

of a title

BOOKS
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Sources of definitions used in the Glossary:
Source of definition URL Key

ONIX for Books, version 3.0 http://www.editeur.org/12/About-Release-3.0/ BOOKS

ONIX for ISTC Registration, version 1.0 http://www.editeur.org/106/ONIX-ISTC-Registration-Format/ ISTC

ONIX for Licensing Terms http://www.editeur.org/85/Overview/ PL & LT

ONIX for Publications Licenses, version 1.0 http://www.editeur.org/21/ONIX-PL/ PL & LT

EDItX http://www.editeur.org/88/EDItX-Overview/ EDItX

High Level Expert Group (HLEG) on Digital 

Libraries

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/experts/hleg/index_en.htm HLEG

Sector-specific guidelines on due diligence 

criteria for orphan works (HLEG)

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/doc/hleg/orphan/guidelines.pdfHLEG-OW

ARROW-specific terms Definitions labelled "ARROW" were developed specifically for this project: they will eventually be 

incorporated in future versions of the ONIX for ARROW Message Format Overview

ARROW
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